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Abstract: While migration research is at the peak of its productivity, a substantial gap persists between
scientific evidence and policy action. As societal complexity increases, migration theory loses track
on the numerous factors of human migration; the information on the most relevant factors affecting
human migration (i.e., migration drivers), essential for policy decision-making, are hidden and
dispersed across the ever-growing literature. Introducing a novel approach to conducting a literature
review, emphasizing an unbiased selection of literature and the approach to analysing literature
by coding, we collect evidence on the most pertinent migration factors. The study establishes a
methodology for a quick but rigorous, collaborative gathering of evidence, as well as an initial
inventory and an interactive map of nearly 200 factors working at different migration corridors.
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The ongoing events of mass migration towards Europe, also referred to as a “migration
crisis”, clearly demonstrated the necessity for policy interaction on a bilateral, regional,
and global scale (Reslow 2019). Adding the temporal dimension into the mix, as well as
the conflict of interest between the short-term and long-term benefits in an international,
collective environment, the phenomenon “migration” can be described—based on the
definition of Levin et al. (2012)—as a “super-wicked problem”.
Along with the societies’ rising complexity—to which the intricate phenomenon
of migration is undoubtedly one of the most significant contributors—it has become
increasingly difficult to understand both tangible and intangible infrastructures, and to
predict the unintended consequences and side effects of actions. Within this complexity,
Sanderson (2002) describes policies as “conjectures” that are only as good as the evidence
they are based on.
Although Migration Studies produced a surplus of geography-specific evidence, a
clear gap has been noticed between these signs and actual policies. According to BaldwinEdwards et al. (2018), this gap can be attributed to three main factors. One is the ongoing
“paradigm war” between positivists, interpretivists and critical approaches among migration researchers, in which the nature of what counts as evidence is itself contested;
see, in relation, the discourses on “structure” versus “agency” by Bakewell (2010), and
“migration optimism” and “migration pessimism” by de Haas (2010). Another factor is
the way evidence gets interpreted, in terms of capacity and knowledge at both individual
and institutional level policy, and in terms of the overall narrative that each policy advises
(see also Boswell et al. 2011). The third factor is associated to the political environment in
which the policymaking takes place. This setting, which is built upon theories, and manifests elaborate social and political realities, often lacks a neutral and objective stance due to
policymaking becoming entangled in political processes (see also Sutcliffe and Court 2005).
To sharpen migration matters, policy has recently been putting a lot of focus to quantitative data, which is tempting, as it often seems easier to define and measure success
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of actions in this way (see e.g., migration-related indicators as part of the Indicators for
Sustainable Development discussed by Piper 2017). Yet, the diversity in data collection
methods and measurement principles often leads to their incorrect use and interpretation
(Singleton 2016; Wiśniowski 2017). At the same time, the actual indicators of performance
in which the collected data become employed are very simplistic, and the comprehensive data analyses and reporting methods are disregarded (Pitoski et al. 2021). What
is systematically missing from this quantitative perspective, is the information on the
causal mechanisms underlying migration; mechanisms essential for explaining, as well
as predicting migration (see Willekens 2018). At the same time, all attempts to elaborate
on these mechanisms remain “articulated only verbally, and not in formal, mathematical
terms” (see Bijak 2011, p. 42). This leaves much room for subjective assertions on specific
factor-migration relationships.
Clear and accurate insights on migration factors must (have) come from systematically
traced relationships, which normally constitute a migration theory. Yet, over the years,
Migration Studies have produced more than twenty theories, which interchange, overlap
and contrast hundreds of factors considered important for human migration (for a thorough
review of theories that is still up to date, see, e.g., Bodvarsson and Van den Berg 2013). As
the complexity of human life increased over an exponential scale (consult Scholten 2020),
together with the awareness about the vastness of factors propelling human migration, it
became more difficult, and perhaps less viable, to establish theories. The fact is that for
several decades, migration theory has remained at an impasse (de Haas 2014).
This situation is inconsistent with the fact that Migration Studies is at the peak of its
productivity. Pisarevskaya et al. (2020) show that the number of articles, as well as the
number of journals focusing on migration, has tripled in the past three decades. Migration
Studies “came of age” in terms of the diversity of topics present in research. The field
experienced a “transition from geographies to mobilities, and from the governance of
migration to the governance of migration-related diversity, race and racism, discrimination,
and social– psychological issues”, which further “indicates a shifting attention [. . . ] from
questions of ’who’ and ’what’ towards ’how’ and ’why”’ (Pisarevskaya et al. 2020, p. 24).
However, works focused on these latter questions—particularly regarding the aspect of
“why”—are difficult to identify due to the sheer amount of research produced, especially
since migration theory stopped gathering answers into coherent volumes.
What is currently needed is a systematic means of extracting evidence from this
enormous body of research. There is a need for establishing “when and why some
[migration] drivers are more important than others, which combinations are more potent than others, and which are more susceptible to change through external intervention” (Van Hear et al. 2018, p. 1). In a way, there is a need to recollect the evidence
on migration drivers1 . This challenge is also acknowledged by the European Commission, which, recently, has made substantial investments in systematising migration research, with investigation into migration drivers as one of the essential research domains
(European Commission 2018).
To our knowledge, thus far, there have been no attempts to establish a comprehensive
list, or, better yet, a relevance ranking of migration drivers, which would be based on a
systematic and objective collection of evidence from migration research. For policymakers
and scientific scholars alike, such ranking holds significant value. For policymakers, this
identification would allow for understanding the causes that have most of the effect to
migration, calibrating the indicators they currently use for monitoring and forecasting
migration, as well as executing targeted actions on the most relevant causes and seeing
whether these produce the desired outcomes in the future. For scholars, the identification
practically exposes gaps in research; namely, the under-researched migration drivers and
1

In this work we disregard the semantic nuances as to when and whether it is appropriate to use the terms drivers, causes, reasons, determinants, or
any other word symbolising explanatory factors of migration (see Carling and Collins 2018). Although we are aware of the sensitivity surrounding
specific terms being translated into analytical concepts in migration theory, we use “most relevant factors” and “drivers” (of human migration)
interchangeably.
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geographies in which these operate. The new research on under-investigated drivers and
driver geographies, then, provides an updated and ever more credible information used to
formulate migration policies. Hence, our key goal in this paper is to develop that relevance
ranking mechanism, which would be useful as an overview of relevant migration factors,
but would also offer a transparent, rigorous method that facilitates sustained monitoring,
and updating, of the provided relevance ranking over time. By making the collection of
scientific evidence on drivers of human migration transparent and systematic, we aim to
narrow the gap between evidence and policymaking.
2. Systematic Literature Reviews for Evidence Based Policymaking
The notion of what is regarded under the term “evidence” is critical to designing
policies. Solesbury (2001), argumenting on the fundamental linkages between evidence
and scholarly research, refers to the Oxford English Dictionary and its definition of evidence, namely as “the available body of facts or information indicating whether a belief or
proposition is true or valid” (see also Pearsall and Hanks 1998).
The methods by which these facts or information are brought to light, however, are
limitless, and continuously contested. The contestations come about both when these
are mutually compared and individually assessed, and both in terms of their adequacy
to collect and validate facts in general and in particular case. Perhaps the most typical
“methods debate” in migration research is on the adequacy of qualitative versus quantitative methods, which corresponds to the general disciplinary fragmentation of migration
researchers (see Castagnone 2011).
Limitless are also the knowledge channels and study materials that comprise all
the facts and information, delivered by the diverse and contested methods, on a certain
topic. Especially in Social Sciences, where Migration Studies are inherently situated, there
is an overwhelming explosion of information, which information is retrievable through
different bibliographic databases, as well as through different searching and relevance
ranking algorithms.
Thus, any analyst, especially a politician that needs to incorporate multiple perspectives
(i.e., evidence on a multitude of affairs) into decision-making, has a problem with reliability
of evidence, overload of potential evidence-bearing material and evidence dispersion.
What comes about as the most appropriate means of collecting evidence, is systematic
reviewing of literature. Systematic reviews are the key tool in developing the evidence
base (Tranfield et al. 2003). In medicine, as the precursor of the evidence-based policy
“movement”, systematic reviews have been recognized as a remedy for the science-policy
gap (consult Young et al. 2002). On the other hand, in the same field, the investigation
on the usability of systematic reviews amongst the policymakers suggests what is needed
is: (i) more pragmatism; (ii) increased combination of scientific evidence with governance principles; and (iii) further persuasion to translate complex evidence into simple
stories (see Cairney and Oliver 2017). Meanwhile, science still struggles to offer rigorous
methods to synthesize evidence of diverse types, generated by diverse methodologies
(see Dixon-Woods et al. 2005).
In this work, we try to satisfy some of these governance needs, building a pragmatic
method for the systematic review of literature that produces a straightforward overview
of migration drivers with their current relevance. We do that while being aware of the
offered guidelines for systematic reviewing (s.a. SWiM, see Campbell et al. 2020) which
are implicitly incorporated in our work. We follow closely the guidelines outlined by
Boaz et al. (2002), for systematic reviews in the domain of Social Sciences. We establish the
quick but rigorous review method which (i) is protocol-guided; (ii) focuses on answering
specific questions; (iii) identifies as much of the relevant research as possible; (iv) appraises
the quality of research included in the review; (v) synthesizes the research findings in the
reviewed studies; (vi) aims to be objective as possible about research to remove bias; and
(vii) prompts updating to remain relevant. The method is, moreover, dedicated towards
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eliminating the bias in terms of selection of evidence materials, as well as towards disabling
the debates on the strength of methods used in individually reviewed works.
In what follows, we describe the methodology as it was being developed to pursue
our concrete research aim, splitting the presentation into two conceptual parts: on the
selection of review materials, and on the coding and analysis of the selected materials.
3. Evidence Materials on Migration Drivers—Methodology of Selection
The main concept pursued by this article are the direct2 factor-migration relationships, evidenced by scientists, across various geographies. The underlying idea was
that the ”stockpiling” of evidences on these factor-migration relationships will produce
a scaled distribution of relevance of migration factors, per specific country or country
pairs, as well as aggregately when relaxing the geographical constraints. This expectation, on the factor-relevance scaling, is in accordance with the ubiquitous Pareto principle,
by which a relatively small number of causes bears most of the effect in terms of the
phenomenon observed.
To ensure that we got to an extensive amount of evidence-bearing materials, while
making the amount of these materials manageable, we have set some boundaries before
the literature selection process. One boundary was related to the research methodologies
deployed across the works we eventually reviewed, that may have been considered as maximally reliable in delivering evidence. In that regard, we considered the evidence-bearing
studies to be only those based on: (1) inferential statistics, where measured migration flows
are matched against estimated migration factors; and (2) surveys—both based on interviews and questionnaires-where people declare their reasons for migrating. Other review
papers and alike (such as works based on theoretical argumentations supported exclusively
by citing other authors) we did not regard as studies directly evidencing factor-migration
relationships, while studies based on the observation of human (migrant) behaviour were,
in our case, considered not applicable.
Furthermore, we have set the boundary on the knowledge channels that might be
considered as credible in terms of delivering these evidence-bearing studies to the public. Apart from the academic-publication outlets, considerable knowledge on human
migration factors has been brought forward by both governmental and non-governmental
organizations (NGOs), as well as by consultancy agencies. Although their literature does
not necessarily undergo a classical peer review (unlike that of their academic counterparts), it is demonstrably grounded in observations made by these institutions’ research
staff, which observations are, presumably, directly employed as evidence in policymaking.
Hence, we considered the policy/NGO/consultancy knowledge channels to be equally
reliable in bringing forward the evidence, and incorporated this source of literature into
the collection process.
Moreover, the decision on the reliable knowledge channels intimately relates to the
decision on the library, or the set of libraries that should be browsed in the data-gathering
process. This refers to the selection of appropriate online bibliographic databases that will
ensure the inclusiveness of all above admitted channels, and point to the richest assortment
of materials on the particular topic. In that regard, we opted for the three most well
established bibliographic databases: Google Scholar (Scholar), which includes policy and
consultancy literature; Scopus; and Web of Science (WoS). These three libraries have been
confirmed to, jointly, guarantee the greatest coverage on just about any matter, after having
been extensively analysed for differences in search results in terms of offered titles, the
amount of results, and the citation information (Harzing and Alakangas 2015).
Within the limits of the three libraries, time restrictions were imposed on the selection
as well, as to get to the manageable, while historically valid, set of review materials. The

2

Direct (factor-migration), as a complementary to indirect (factor-factor-migration) influences, have been the only concept that we could have feasibly
reviewed, as the evidences on the indirect influences are not commonly delivered by any of the admitted scientific methods, knowledge channels or
bibliographic databases (defined in the subsequent text).
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restrictions were based on the following logic: if one wants to know which factors currently
influence migration, one has to investigate the materials dating from as close as possible
(or, rather, available) to the present day. This assumption is justifiable by the notion that
science continuously builds upon historic knowledge, filling in the gaps spotted in prior
research, while maintaining the facts that are still valid; thus, pertinent migration factors
analysed in the past should reappear in the more recent research, and in this way the theory
gets updated. We, therefore, decided to extract the evidence from migration-factors studies
published from 2000 onwards, while within the oldest publications from this collection, we
selected those that rely on data dated year 1990 onwards.
Upon setting the above boundaries, we commenced the literature refinement and
review process. At this point, the readers are asked to consult the proces flowchart in
Figure 1. The initial search phrase we chose for browsing through the selected libraries
(steps S1–S3), was ”determinants of migration” (texts containing that exact phrase anywhere in text or title). Another phrase deployed for the search was ”drivers of migration”,
which we considered, in line with the observations made by Carling and Collins (2018),
to be increasingly employed in the vocabulary of migration scholars. An examination of
the quality of results from both of the queries showed that “determinants of migration”
returned more evidence-bearing materials, as they are defined above, on the factors that
affect migration3 .
On the list of initial search results (over 2000 titles), in order to get to the desired
evidence-bearing materials, we performed three rounds of refinement. In the first round
(step S4), studies that did not observe human migration (e.g., that focused on the migration
of animal species, human cells, digital data, etc.) were eliminated. Studies that were
immediately recognized as covering the topics other than factors of human migration
were removed in this round as well. An example would be a study on the spread of
diseases among various migrant groups. Furthermore, we took out a minor set of results
for which the software returned unreadable characters, or studies written in languages
other than English.
In the second round of refinement (steps S5–S6), for the rest of more than 1000 results
connected to human migration, every publication was examined by reading the text thoroughly, to the point where we could clearly distinguish those works centred on the factors
influencing human migration, and those only indirectly linked to the topic (including literature reviews by other authors). What remained was the share of works directly dealing
with the matter of interest: evidence on the factor-migration influences.
The third round of refinement was performed during a later phase in the content
analysis (unfolding in next section), where additional studies were removed, as follows:
•

•
•

studies that concentrated on population-geographical segments too specific to be able
to confidently claim wider, at least country-level, validity (e.g., migration incentives
of Polish construction workers, Italian university graduates, farmworkers, physicians,
and the like)
studies analysing migration intentions, not the already pursued migration decisions,
or studies analysing post-accession migration
studies for which duplicates have been discovered, most often working papers that
preceded a later-published journal article, by the same authors and on the same topic
(where only the later publications were maintained).

Ultimately, 163 studies were selected for further analysis (step S7); 123 of them were
published across 92 scientific journals, while 40 were issued as conference, discussion or
3

Several queries were performed in addition: “reasons for migration”, “migration factors”, “causes migration”, “influences migration”, “why people
migrate”, where we have analysed the match of titles. From over thousands of results returned in each query, the co-occurrence of titles has shown
to be extremely small; maximum of 141 repeating titles was found when comparing queries “migration factors” and “causes migration”. Due to
enormous amount of results, and since the results of the two queries we considered enough to satisfy the purpose of this study that focuses on the
methodology for migration drivers evidence collection and ranking, the titles obtained from these additional queries have not been considered as
part of this article. Results for the two queries covered in the article are available in the Supplementary Materials. The list of additional titles and an
analysis of the co-occurrence of results is available from authors upon request.
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working papers (e.g., by The World Bank, IZA, MPRA, and other institutes). The list of
titles, from the original libraries’ output to after each step of reduction, can be found in the
Supplementary Materials.

Figure 1. Literature selection (S) and coding (C) process.
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4. Content Analysis of the Evidence Materials
We assessed the selected 163 studies using the method of content analysis
(Krippendorff 2004; Mayring 2014), for which we deployed MAXQDA software
(VERBI Software 2017). The coding scheme comprised the four main concepts: relations,
factors, spheres, and outcomes.
Relation codes were used to mark parts of text where factor-migration influence was
explicitly reported. These included the name of the factor influencing migration, location
of its influence (origin, destination, or link), and the direction of influence (positive or
negative). Factor codes designated the text segments in which the exact definitions for
factors analysed for their influence on migration were provided, including the way in which
these have actually been measured. Sphere codes pertained to “time-geographies”: the
specific countries and specific year-to-year periods where the above relations were being
noted. With outcomes we were marking the text segments containing precise definitions
of migration, and its means of measurement. In this regard, it is important to note that
tracing the definition of migration and the way in which it is gauged represents one of the
long-standing issues in migration research (see Willekens 2018); therefore, to note down
these definitions means to open up an inventory of migration definitions that may, at some
point in the future, serve scientists and politicians on the way to standardize the way
migration is defined and measured. The full list of migration definitions, the ways in which
it has been measured, and migration data sources, is retrievable from the Supplementary
Materials.
In the sequel, we describe in detail the process and the distinct sequence of coding. At
this point the reader is invited to consult again Figure 1. In the first step (C1), the complete
text was read to get acquainted with its structure and derive insight into how the concepts
were distributed across the study. Usually, factors, spheres and outcomes were found in
the sections describing data and methodologies, while relations were traced in the results
sections of the studies reviewed.
In the second step (C2), two relatively easily discernible concepts were coded: spheres,
and outcomes. Spheres referred to the exact geographic and temporal segment in which the
factor-migration relationships were being validated. Generally, a sphere code would read:
SH, COUNTRY FROM-COUNTRY TO, YEAR FROM-YEAR TO. In cases where studies
were focused on internal migration, the same country was marked down as both origin
and destination. Simultaneously, we coded the outcomes, whereby we identified each
portion of a text specifying: (i) the definition of migration; (ii) the exact way by which
migration was measured; and (iii) the information on the dataset from which migration
measurement followed in the reviewed study. The outcome, coded everywhere uniquely
as OC, MIGRATION, included different directions of migration: immigration to a country/region, emigration from a country/region, the bilateral exchange between countries
or the multilateral exchange across a region, as well as migration within a country (internal migration).
In the third step (C3), we traced the essential concepts demonstrating the factors’
influence on the outcome: factor-migration relations. These were coded as RL, FACTOR,
O/D/OD, +/−, whereby O/D/OD marked the factors’ effect on migration at the origin
(O), at the destination (D), or along a link (OD), while +/− pertained to whether the
effect was found to be positive or negative (C4). Only statements where authors explicitly
claimed that a factor impacts migration were coded as relations; ambiguous relations (e.g.,
would, could, might) were coded as INCONCLUSIVE (C4). Through such conservative
approach, we ensured to have applied a high amount of rigour in the analysis, while
reducing complexity in covering a very large, and rapidly growing, body of literature. With
the review materials based on regression analysis, it was relatively straightforward to trace
and code the clearly established relations, as these would normally follow numeric results
shown in regression tables, which (estimates, standard errors and other statistics) could
be compared with written statements following these results. Studies that did not involve
inferential statistics were somewhat harder to evaluate; for instance, from a summary
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chart showing relative proportions of each factor’s relevance derived from aggregated
survey responses, one could not have clearly defined a threshold for which factors are more
important than others. In that sense, too, strictly explicit verbal statements were sought for
in order to corroborate the exact relations. In addition, claims about a factor’s effect that
would have occurred in the same study but prior to administering a more sophisticated
method of analysis (e.g., conclusions based on descriptive statistics preceding conclusions
based on regression analyses), were omitted. Likewise, any claims of existence on an
influential relation that later in the same piece would be contradicted (for example, through
a robustness check in a regression analysis), were recoded as INCONCLUSIVE.
The last steps in the coding sequence (C5–C6) involved coding for the factors whose
names were provisionally created when coding for relations, based on authors’ wording in
relation-coded text segments. These were looked up throughout the rest of the text, to find
the precise definitions of these factors. All factor codes and all relation codes in the coding
system were then updated to carry unique factor names, and reflect precisely the actually
investigated factors’ definitions. Assigning “proper” code names presented a challenging
task due to subtle (and less subtle) variations in terminology used to define both one and
the same factor. We overcame this problem wherever possible by tracing the exact way
a factor was measured in the study, including the source data for this measurement. For
example, although the authors may have discussed the influence of “income”, if GDP
per capita was the factor actually investigated for its influence on migration, the code
names for both relations and factors were updated to GDP per capita as a sole factor name.
Where turning to exact measurement principle would be inapplicable (e.g., the statement “I
migrated for work” within a survey about migration decisions), we aimed for a pragmatic
code name, keeping up to a standard (in this example, “EMPLOYMENT”).
The completed coding system comprised over 2800 coded instances from which the
following parameters (column headings) could have been immediately derived: (1) document (study) name; (2) code names; (3) coded segment of text; (4) period from; (5) period
to; (6) geography from; and (7) geography to. On top of these parameters, for each study,
we looked into the details on its journal issue and noted an additional quality parameter,
the matching 2017 Journal Impact Factor (Clarivate Analytics 2018), if the journal was
listed. As the impact factor values of the reviewed publications ranged from 0.5 to 9.5,
for studies issued under journals unlisted, as well as for conference, discussion and working papers, we chose an arbitrary (lower) value of 0.1. These values were appended as
additional columns (weights) next to each coded factor and factor-migration relation to
compare weighted frequencies with the unweighted frequencies of their occurrences. The
complete coding system, including journal information and journal-ranking-based weights,
is available in the Supplementary Materials.
5. Results
The focus of this study is the design of the very methodology for the systematic
extraction of evidence on human migration drivers. The designed methodology, essentially
one main result of this study, is elaborated through the description of its application in
the two previous sections (also supported by the process flowchart), so its replication
is straightforward for any potential user. In this section, we concentrate further on our
additional aim: the results coming from our application and our coded review sample.
The initial data feed, of close to 200 migration factors that we gathered using our
method, is directly useful to commence an interactive visualization of human migration
drivers—the Migration Drivers Map—as a comprehensive tool for monitoring migration
factors working around the globe. This map we initiated at https://public.tableau.com/pro
file/dinopitoski#!/vizhome/DriversofHumanMigrationReviewofScientificEvidenceDriver
sMap/Story1. The map covers all geographies that have been examined by authors in
the coded studies, with all factors that have been factually proven as influencing human
migration across the examined works. By clicking on specific countries or the set of countries on the map, one is directly informed about the factor-migration relationships working
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in and between these countries, where the origin-destination positioning is shown next
to the list of factors and the specific study evidencing their influence). Also, the regions
which constitute of more countries where there has been no clear distinction in the original
studies, of which specific factors actually relate to which specific country in the region,
are shown separately, each region in its own map interface. The Map is set out to be
continuously updated, by adding new studies, new geographies, and new factors proven
to be working in these geographies, after gathering and coding the scientific studies in the
same consistent way.
From an overlapped image of all geographies occurring on the map, we can obtain a
total “ranking of attention” that the particular world geographies received in terms of being
studied for migration drivers. This information is contained in Figure 2, demonstrating the
spatial coverage of this study. The map highlights are based on the number of reviewed
studies that analysed migration drivers within a specific country or region. This information
is particularly interesting concerning the new investigations towards under-represented
geographical research areas.
In Figure 3, we present the overall relevance ranking of migration drivers based on the
factor-migration codes derived from the 163 analysed publications. The chart contains the
weighted and unweighted frequencies of evidenced spurring (+) or deterring (−) effects,
of factors of migration working specifically at the origins (O), destinations (D), or the origindestination links (OD). Each factor-migration relation is essentially a (weighted) count
of studies that have proven its existence using any of the recognized observation-based
scientific methods. The reader should note that the ranking in the figure is reduced to top
30 relations, which stem from an aggregate observation (all covered geographies), and
that we do not claim their historic or geographic validity across countries. The ranking is
envisaged as to be continually updated with old works selected for review by additional
rounds of our literature-selection process, as well as with any freshly published work
on migration drivers. However, for the purpose of this review, we judged the body of
documents carefully sifted and reviewed is suitable to vouch for some “asymptotically
valid” conclusions. In order to obtain the insight into the current relevance ranking for
factors valid on any precise geography, the reader should consult the Supplementary
Materials, or visit the above website for the interactive map of migration drivers.
A general way to interpret the relations charted in Figure 3 is as follows, starting from
those at the top. The higher the education level in the country, the higher the outmigration
from that country/region. The second most frequently proven relation can be interpreted
as: the greater the physical distance between countries/regions, the lower the migration
between these countries/regions. The third relation is the so-called network effect: the
greater the community of origin country/region migrants at the destination, the greater
the inflow of new migrants from the same country/region to that destination. We leave the
reader to analogously interpret the rest of the factor relations, whose complete ranking is
retrievable from the Supplementary Materials.
When ranking relations at an aggregated level, one might obtain, as we have, reciprocal
factor-migration relations in the same ranking list. For instance, in the overall ranking
in Figure 3, the unemployment rate, shown very frequently to be positively linked to
outmigration from the origin, is also very often demonstrated to be negatively related
to in-migration to the destination. Thus, the relevance of the unemployment rate as an
influential migration factor, in a general observation, jumps up by several ranks relative
to other factors. Similar upscaling effect may be established when complementing the
factors of GDP per capita with income, as well as few other relations with factor name
variations (e.g., the simultaneously negative effect of old-aged and positive effect of youngaged population).
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Figure 2. Geographical regions analysed for migration factors by frequency of dedicated studies.

Besides the reciprocal, ambivalent relations can be traced in our rankings as well,
where some factors appear to manifest both deterring and spurring features. Examples for
such ambivalent relations include relations containing the factor of unemployment rate,
but also of age and marital status. The proof of some factors’ effect to migration, moreover,
becomes amplified when one jointly observes the factors that are inherently related, such
as the population size and population density, or the income differential at a link and
income’s deterring effect at origins or attracting effect at destinations. Notwithstanding
these ambivalent relations and “duplications”, the representation of results in which both
the direction and location of influence are incorporated into the ranking is preferred, as
being consistent with exact denotations established in the materials reviewed. Moreover,
this consistent representation enables the identification of like contradictions, which in turn
can assist researchers in investigating why these occur, and aid eventual discussions on the
causal mechanisms composed of multiple factors being at work.
A reader interested in a general overview of factors, relaxed from the information
on direction and location in the relation codes, may turn to Figure 4, which displays an
aggregated view based on the frequency of proven factors, and their suggested grouping.
The frequency of each factor/group being evidenced in literature sample is proportional to
the size of the field in the rings constituting the diagram. Provided in the figure are about
fifty of 194 factors in total, which fifty have been proven as influential to migration the most
number of times. The complete ranking list of factors is available in the Supplementary
Materials.
The logic behind the grouping of factors in Figure 4, starting with the larger groups
(income and trade, (un)employment), is as follows. Income, and income differential,
can fairly be considered as a single factor, and the same applies for employment and
employment differential. Furthermore, GDP per capita (often synonymized with income),
per capita income, relative inequality (expressed by the Gini coefficient that is derived
through income), as well as wages and wage differentials, could all be regarded as one factor
of income. The same goes for the (un)employment rates, (un)employment differentials and
employment opportunities, even the dependency ratio, which by definition incorporates
the share of the working population; all these can essentially be classified under a single
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category, of employment. The rest of the factors were grouped using the similar rationale,
while the grouping can also be done in a more classical approach, with headings such as
economic factors, demographic factors, cultural factors, political factors, etc.

Figure 3. Top factor-migration relationships (aggregated for the studied sample).
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Figure 4. Top factors of migration, grouped (aggregated for the study sample).

The ranking of relations and factors obtained through frequency of proof in the
initial literature review sample resonates well with some established facts in migration
theory. That, e.g., more educated people are more prone to migrate out of their resident
regions, or, that physical distance between areas impedes migration, is nothing new. Every
relation from those at the top on the ranking list—the network effect, the population effect,
migratory experience, etc.—is a well and long known migration-theoretical proposition (see
the aforementioned theoretical overview by Bodvarsson and Van den Berg 2013). However,
the relativity of the intensities, directions and locations of influence of these factors has, at
least to our knowledge, never been established precisely, and presented comprehensively.
Moreover, the top relations and factors that are predominantly discussed by both theorists
and politicians, often divert all the attention from the very long list of under-researched,
and even missing drivers. We refer to some examples of these under-investigated factors
as we conclude this article.
6. Conclusions
While migration research is at the peak of its productivity, a substantial gap persists
between scientific evidence and policy action. A highly politicized topic, migration has
not been managed adequately by scholars in terms of systematising evidence, especially in
regard to migration drivers as being the building blocks of both migration theorizing and
policymaking. Systematic reviews on migration drivers practically do not exist, although
systematic reviewing is the most reliable way to gather evidence from the vast body of
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literature. At the same time, systematic reviews are often not straightforward enough to be
used in policy practice.
In this study, we presented a systematic methodology that enables the ongoing observation of developments in migration research. Consequently, the scientific evidence is fully
exposed and allows both researchers and practitioners to understand how the data was
gathered, which conclusions were made, as well as if and how far these have been reflected
in the arguments on certain policy options.
We focused on research that contains evidence of the observed, direct effects of
migration factors. An unbiased sample, covering as many as possible geographies, was
methodically extracted from thousands of studies, and systematically reviewed as to
establish some asymptotically valid evaluations of these effects. The methodology for the
unbiased selection and coding of evidence-bearing publications is prescribed in detail,
which should alleviate future data feed. This is expected to enable continuous updates
to the factors’ influence rankings, especially by incorporating evidence from new studies
that cover the under-researched factors and geographies, recursively identified in the
ranking list. We have also initiated an interactive tool—Migration Drivers Map—for the
representation of the traced factor-migration relations working at different geographies,
a tool that is useful for policymakers to maintain a comprehensive overview of these
relations, and for scientists to recognize which factors and geographies around the globe
are being under-investigated. Besides establishing the overall methodology, the interactive
tool and migration factor rankings based on the review sample, we collected the various
definitions, measurement principles and data sources for these factors, and for human
migration. All factor-migration relations are noted per specific country and time period
occurring and are sortable per any desired geographic and time span, as well as aggregable
for a universal look into the “drivers of human migration”.
6.1. Limitations
The presented research has some limitations that readers should be aware of when
interpreting and applying the results. First, the selection of relevant literature and materials
for review is by nature a difficult process, especially in terms of selecting key phrases for the
actual search. In addition, the ranking and search algorithms of the bibliographic databases
that were used are usually black boxes; thus, researchers have to have trust the validity and
comprehensibility of the returned outcomes. To reduce further bias, we chose to code only
the “absolutist” claims on factor-migration relationships, thereby striving for the highest
level of rigor and fairness possible regarding the subsequently derived ranks. However,
more refined results on the strength of each factor-migration relationships could have been
achieved by involving fuzzy logic, where strength of verbal expressions would also be
ranked. Alternatively, a meta-analysis could have been performed to identify average
effects, but this would limit the review only to works based on statistical inference. These
possibilities have been considered, but the diversity of data and measurement principles
for different factors and migration, the diversity of geographies involved, and the diversity
of models alone did not suggest a reachable outcome.
Furthermore, as the relevance ranking is determined by the built-up (weighted) frequency of the proven effect for particular factors, the crucial point comes in the form of
how factors themselves came about in the studies reviewed. This selection is often made
following previous works and factors of proven importance, which are then combined
with newly introduced factors of interest in the next step. Upon re-identifying significance,
this increases the overall frequency count, yet does not guarantee a complete picture in
terms of all existing migration factors.
Our method is entailed also by spatio-temporal limitations. For example, regarding
population (geographic) validity, it is impossible to prove that the identified drivers are
ultimately applicable for all segments of population. Likewise, from a historical angle, the
significance of drivers during the time of a particular study is evident (or also regarding
the timestamp of the used dataset), yet it is unknown to which degree the importance and
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validity have degraded—or even vanished—over time. This fact once more emphasizes
the notability of the presented methodology, which facilitates continuous monitoring and
consequently a rigorous, transparent evaluation of the evolution of migration factors.
6.2. Future Research
As the methodology of this study was devised by analysing specifically migration
literature, we see direct benefits in replicating the methodology for other sub-domains
of migration research. One example where this is straightforwardly replicable is the subdomain of migration infrastructures; replacing the question “why people migrate” with
the question “how people migrate”, or by which means they migrate, and across which
time-geographies.
Based on the results of the identified migration factors, at several points we made
general observations about the under-investigated factors. One specific example is the
factor of physical distance and the specifics of its measurement. Given the frequency of
proof of strong effect of physical distance-whose simplistic approximation by means of the
great circle distance between country capitals, has, at numerous instances, been put into
question—we suggest complementing the investigations on the effects of distance with
factors that indicate transportation connectivity between countries or regions. For that aim,
vast amounts of data are available, in terms of free schedules of shipping lines, airlines and
online road maps, from which it would be possible to not only infer real distances (thus,
more precisely estimate transportation costs), but also infer transportation opportunities.
Another overlooked factor that becomes ever more relevant is the information connectivity,
with broadband access and broadband usage being its major components. For these
components, data are also readily available online, e.g., from the World Bank Open Data.
This list of under-investigated aspects continues (e.g., consider the climate change “group”
of factors such as droughts, floods, extreme temperatures, etc.), which holds immense
potential for future research.
In that sense, instead of serving as the finished inventory of relevant facts, we suggest
the established methodology to serve as a basis for policy analysts and fellow researchers,
to jointly work on a growing and refining a migration observatory. This observatory would
ideally be grounded in fresh studies on under-investigated factors in under-investigated
geographies, and be established as an online platform like the one we initiated, with
geographical mapping of factor-migration relations.
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